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DAIMSR Consultancy

Established in the year 1987 under
the aegis of Param Pujya Dr.
Babasaheb Ambedkar Smarak Samiti,
Deeksha Bhoomi, Nagpur, DAIMSR
has become a name that signifies
management education of modern
age. Through the constant efforts and
perseverance of its management,
DAIMSR has been serving as a
premier education institute for
innumerable MBA aspirants from all
the corners of the country since 28
years.

DAIMSR is also renowned to impart
Training which is regarded as the best
in central India.The Training &
Consultancy wing of this institute
specializes in the sectors of HR,
Marketing, Finance, Organizational
Behavior and IT.Backed by
professionals, the objective of the wing
is to provide customized services to the
clients

As part of its consultancy service pursuit,
DAIMSR established ADVAMPS, a
startup ventured by aspiring
management students providing business
consultancy and industry grade training
to budding entrepreneurs of all
sorts.ADVAMPS is spearheaded by
highly qualified professionals who
expertise in their respective genres of IT,
Finance, HR, Marketing etc.Services
offered here are well at par with the-the
global corporate standards.

OUR SERVICES INCLUDE
MARKET RESEARCH
Analysing the demand and future
prospects of your product are
quintessential for the survival and
growth of your business.Here is where
ADVAMPS comes into action as our
accurate research methodology and
results stand unmatched.

BRANDING
We all know It's the era of
branding, customers buy what
transmits condence.Our branding
solutions are second to none in
the entire region of central India.

DIGITAL MARKETING
If you are looking for a partner
to resolve your SEO,Bulk SMS,
SMM troubles, you are certainly
at the right place.Our experts
get the work done in no time.

HR SOLUTIONS
Where there is talent there is
growth.Its the team of talented
professionals that drives an
organization to success.We sufce
efcient human resource for all the
levels of hierarchy.

TRADITIONAL MARKETING
No matter which era it is.Traditional
marketing practices are always a hit
among the customers and companies
alike.With its mass appeal, it is one of
the most effective modes of marketing.

ENTERPRISE SOLUTION
Managing large business requires
efcient systems that work
seamlessly.We offer cloud-based ERP,
HRMS, CRM for effective business
management

STRATEGIC CONSULTING
We provide growth-oriented strategic business
solutions through extensive analysis of the
competitive market.

IT SERVICES
Whether it's about tapping the
ever-changing nuances of the IT
industry or developing state of the
art IT solutions.We do it all for you.
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